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1. Introduction

This is a report of a research study conducted by Professor Karen McArdle for 
the project known as Step By Step, a Scottish Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation (SCIO), which supports families who feel isolated or vulnerable in 
the Moray Council area of Scotland.  It is based in the towns of Elgin and Forres. 

Professor McArdle was approached by the Trustees of the project, in order to 
study the impact of Step By Step on parents and children.  She agreed to do this 
pro bono, as she was interested in the project’s aims and objectives and the 
project is a charitable, third sector organisation with limited unrestricted 
funding.  She had no previous knowledge of the charity and so was able to 
provide an objective lens through which to view the work of the project.   

Thanks are due to all the people who participated in this research, giving of their 
time and energy to answer questions and tell the stories of their lives with Step 
By Step. 

This was a study quite specifically of the impact of the project.  It was not a 
direct, formal evaluation, though evaluation of dimensions of the project was an 
important contribution to assessing impact. 

2. Step By Step

The history of Step By Step is that it was founded in Nov 2008 by an auxiliary 
Minister in the Church of Scotland, who felt strongly that a Christian calling 
embodied showing God’s love in action, by ‘travelling with people during the 
dark times that may hit any of us on life’s journey.’  As a retired Consultant 
Paediatrician, she hoped to enable parents who were struggling in one way or 
another to give their children the best possible start in life.  She realised that it 
was difficult to provide a welcoming, inclusive and nurturing environment for 

families who felt isolated, vulnerable or socially 
insecure in mainstream parent and toddler 
groups. So, the concept of smaller groups where 
nurturing relationships could be fostered was 
born.  A planning group was set up representing 

Health, Community Education and Social Services, other Third Sector 
organisations and the Church. After a successful eight-week pilot project, Step by 
Step in Moray obtained 3 years match funding from the Parish Development 
Fund of the Church of Scotland. 

Today, the Step By Step explicit mission is to support families who feel isolated 
and vulnerable.  It helps families to develop friendships, confidence and skills, 
which will enhance their lives and help them to give children the best start in life.  
A snapshot of Step By Step at any one time will see over 100 families present 
meeting in groups at different times during the week.  Staff and volunteers will 
be working with the groups of mothers/fathers and their young children in a 
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safe and secure environment with indoor and outdoor play facilities and 
opportunities. 

In the year August 
2017 to 2018, Step 
By Step ran 9 
group sessions per 
week for 162 
families with 188 
children, including 
10 dads.  Outwith 
group sessions, 
staff provided 289 
individual support 
sessions to 89 
families. 

A number of small 
well-being projects 
are run at Step By 
Step including an 
informal foodbank, 
children’s clothing 
bank exchange and 
wellbeing courses 
such as Confidence 
to Cook and Money 
Matters.  

Step By Step was given A Volunteer Friendly Award in 2014; granted the Queen’s 
Award for Voluntary service in 2018; and was graced by a Royal Visit in 2019 
shortly prior to the conduct of this study.  The project has two locations; one in 
Elgin and one in Forres and the larger building in Elgin is bright, welcoming and 
fit for purpose.  It is decorated with children’s work and helpful resource notice 
boards about healthy eating and child safety.  The building in Forres has some 
limitations such as the need to clear up every time the building is used but is also 
considered fit for purpose. 

The project seeks to: 

• Offer a warm welcome in a friendly environment
for parents with children up to the age of 3;

• Encourage enjoyment through play story time
and songs, which encourages parents to
participate in activities with their children;

• Listen well and to be responsive to the needs of
families, helping parents to build relationships
with their children, wider families and others;

• Offer learning and development through life-
skills training, including healthy eating to
improve the well-being of families;

• Support families to become more resilient so that
they can better cope with the challenges of family
life.

• Engage in partnership working, sharing
knowledge and learning from others;

• Promote values of respect, equality and inclusion
for all at Step By Step.
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Step By Step is governed by a Board of Trustees.  They employ 7 part time staff, a 
Project Manager, the Team Leader, 3 Family Workers, a Play Leader and an 
Administrator.  A team of around 35 volunteers offers company and support to 
families.  Step By Step has been funded over 
the years by a  diverse range of benefactors 
and philanthropic Trusts including, for 
example,  Big Lottery, BBC Children in Need, 
The Robertson Trust, The Adam Family 
Foundation, The Cattanach Trust, STV 
Children’s  Lottery – chance to flourish, STV 
Children’s Appeal and Moray Firth Radio Cash 
for Kids.   

3. The Moray Context

Moray is a traditional county and local authority area in Scotland with a 
population in the order of 96,000 people. It lies in the north-east of the country, 
with coastline on the Moray Firth, and borders the council areas of 
Aberdeenshire and Highland. It is a place of beauty and quality of life for many 
people.  Principal towns in terms of population are Forres, Elgin and 
Buckie.  Smaller towns are Aberlour, Keith, Fochabers and Lossiemouth.  All have 
secondary schools. 

In terms of hourly and weekly wage rates, Moray is one the lowest paid local 
authority areas in Scotland.  65% of those regarded as being poor are not in 
work which means that 35% of those regarded as poor are actually in work.  It is 
estimated that almost 18% of children in Moray are living in poverty.  3,000 
children receive means-tested free school meals. Referrals to foodbanks are on 
the increase (Taylor, 2018). The population is diverse in Moray with 58 different 
languages being reported in schools. 

4. Underpinning Theoretical Principles of Step By Step

Attachment theory underpins the processes of the project and a training session 
with the leading academic Dr Suzanne Zeedyk in 2018 has illuminated practice 
concerning the profound importance of relationships in a child’s early years. 

The underpinning principles of Step By Step 
have been illuminated by this research and 
they are discussed further in the Discussion 
section of this report. The project uses 
experiential learning consciously to assist 
families to consider parenting skills and to 
consider learning from their own experience.  
This is enhanced by peer learning, which has 

the potential in this context to provide affirmation, social development and 
wisdom inter alia that comes from social interaction and shared experience.  
Propositional knowledge in the form of resources and advice is a feature of the 
provision but advice is carefully managed to ensure that it is facilitative and 
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focused on life choices.  

Well-being is often discussed but rarely defined.  In this context, the well-being 
of families is concerned with ‘living the life the family would choose to live.’  It is 
strongly value based and these values are explicit and discussed frequently.  It 
was the researcher’s view that they include respect, inclusion, equality, diversity 
and a strong sense of community.  These 
values are often tired in the Researcher’s 
experience from overuse of the terms but 
the values were alive and vibrant in this 
project.  It is important to note that the 
staff, trustees and volunteers were all in 
synchrony about the values that underpin 
Step By Step, which is a tribute to its 
overall management and a coherent and 
sustained sense of mission. 

Spiritual dimensions of projects are rarely discussed but are considered by the 
researcher to be important and again often overlooked.  It is considered by the 
researcher that this project follows a broadly blended values system, derived 
from Christian teachings and Humanistic principles about the worth and equal 
value of everyone in society and the need to work to achieve a more equal 
society, in which everyone can thrive. 

5. Participation in the Research Process

It was considered to be important and an opportunity for learning for two 
Trustees and two senior members of staff to form a research group that would 
implement and assist with the study.  This was a very successful approach in that 
the research was founded on the knowledge needs of the project and the study 
itself remained relevant to the context and, most importantly the analysis and 
interpretation of the project findings were informed by practice.   

The group worked well and the 5 members of the group were involved in 
training about the selected research methodology and methods.  The group 
conducted the research tasks as described in the Methodology section of this 
report and assisted with the collaborative analysis of the findings.  The project in 
general and the findings in particular were interpreted with a combination of 
local knowledge, professional knowledge, theoretical knowledge and a combined 
passion to learn. 

6. Impact

It is important to define impact and its understanding by the researcher in this 
study.  The understanding had a number of different elements described below. 

The primary research question was: 

“…strongly value based… 

…respect, inclusion, 
equality, diversity and a 
strong sense of 
community… 

…the values were alive and 
vibrant in this project.” 
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What is the scale, quality and significance of impact of the Step By Step Project 
on its target population? 

Assessing impact is about looking at change that has taken place.  Whilst change 
is generally a positive term in the dictionary, the dictionary definitions of impact 
are more negative; implying shock, collision, breakage and bouncing.  It is 
arguably a term used in the social professions to underscore the sheer power of 
what is or can be done.  It has become a little softer in meaning over time and is 
commonly used to mean ‘making a difference’ of ‘having an effect on’ something.  

The relationship between impact and change is that the quality of the change 
that occurs is defined by the quality or quantity of the impact that has taken 
place.  Change may be either positive or negative and desired or undesired and 
impact helps to define the character of the change that has taken place.  Projects 
undoubtedly always achieve change to some extent, but the impact helps us 
define the quality and extent of the change. 

Lichfield (1996) in a book about 
community impact evaluation in the 
planning profession describes impact in 
more neutral and simple terms, as the 
effect of a specific cause.  He also describes 
it as a change in an environmental context 
over a specified period; a change, which 
would not have occurred if an activity had 
not been initiated.  This summary of his 
definitions, which are in fact quite 
technical in the original, is helpful.  He 
further describes two dimensions of impact.  Direct impact, which results from 
the project input and indirect impact, which is generated as a side effect of the 
project.  Impact may be cumulative he explains, short, medium and long term; 
permanent and temporary; reversible, irreversible, irretrievable.  Impact can be 
positive and beneficial, negative and harmful.   

Professor McArdle was concerned in the research to explore in particular the 
scale, quality and significance of impact.  Scale refers to the size of the impact.  
Did the work affect one person or many people?  The quality of impact refers to 
the nature and also the strength of the impact.  Did the work affect people in a 
particular way, such as enhanced knowledge of parenting skills and was this 
widespread? Finally, significance is important.  This is more difficult to pin down 
and refers to why it matters.  Scale, it should be noted, is not always a numerical 
judgement.  The term widespread can mean, for example, 100 or 1,000 people.  
Scale can mean having a ‘large’ impact, where the term ‘large’ needs to be 
defined further.  Similarly, quality and significance are qualitative terms and are 
linked to the value placed on ideas and the services described.   

Impact evaluation has the purpose of exploring exactly what is different or has 
changed.  Impacts, it must be emphasised, are not always intended or short term 
in character.  Impact may be forecast in the future; as work is often long term in 
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character. The long-term impact of Step By Step was an important aspect of this 
project. 

7. Methodology

As this was a complex project with concomitant complex understandings of 
impact on individuals, an interpretivist qualitative approach was considered 
appropriate, which would manage this complexity and allow for synthesis of data 
and ideas.  It was considered that there was a need to examine the scale of the 
project, so quantitative data were also required.  A balance of statistics and 
stories was sought, which would illuminate impact according to scale, quality 
and effectiveness, as previously discussed. 

The data were sought from three different 
populations; from staff; from participating 
families; and from volunteers. It was 
considered to be important to hear the voice 
of all three populations.  The voice of 
children 3 years and under would be 
difficult to achieve so informal participant 

observation by the Researcher in the course of the three days in which she was 
present at the Step By Step Centre served to assess children’s sense of the place.  
The research group considered it to be important to assess the long-term impact 
of the project as well as having a snapshot view of the impact of the project on 
current families so parents who had been away from the programme were 
sought, typically a period of 3 – 5 years, so that a reflective account of the impact 
of the project could be considered.  One mother had been away from the project 
for 10 years. 

It was considered appropriate to use narrative inquiry with these parents, as we 
were seeking the life stories of the individuals who had attended the project.  
Narrative inquiry is an accessible means of conducting interviews and most 
specifically allows the respondent to frame the ways the interview progresses 
and to frame the concepts that are addressed.  It also minimises the power 
dynamic between researcher and researched, as telling stories approximates to a 
natural conversation.  Interviewers were instructed by the Researcher to ask the 
respondent to start with telling about the first time they heard about Step By 
Step and to prompt the parents to tell their story of the experiences.  Narrative 
inquiry characteristically involves limited numbers as the life stories are case 
studies rather than a sample.  Narrative inquiries were held with 8 families who 
had left the project some time previously. 

Volunteers were interviewed for their perspective of the project.  7 volunteers 
were interviewed according to the themes identified by the research groups as 
being important using semi-structured interviews.  Volunteers play an important 
role as befrienders and mentors at the project; and the project also has an impact 
on their lives in the community. 

Project Participants 
35 Families 

7 Volunteers 
5 Staff 
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It was decided to conduct focus groups with current families at the project, as 
they generally knew each other and this would lead to greater depth of 
discussion and exploration of issues.  Themes for the focus groups were 
determined by the Researcher, derived from the themes identified by the 
Research Group.  3 groups were run consisting of approximately 8 or 9 people 
for each group.  A total of 27 people participated in the groups. A criticism of the 
sample could be that some people who had left the project were not interviewed 
but it was often the case that people who left would come back and had not 
actually gone permanently. This was backed up by the data which showed people 
attending and reattending after time, so it would be difficult to identify non-
attenders. 

Professor McArdle ran a session with staff loosely based on a SWOT analysis, 
exploring perceived strengths, limitations, threats and opportunities of and for 
the project.  This involved brainstorming onto flipchart paper the perceived 
perspective of all individuals; 5 staff participated.   

The accounts from the annual reports were scrutinised and policy documents 
were scrutinised for their influence on the project by Professor McArdle.  Once 
again, it is asserted that this was both an inquiry and evaluative but was not a 
formal evaluation, though many of the elements of formal evaluation are present.  
It was a true, concerted inquiry and questioning of the impact of the project on 
the parents.  

Data analysis included partial transcription of recordings 
and analysis according to a combination of thematic 
analysis for themes and discourse analysis.  This was done 
by Professor McArdle with input and discussion of themes 
with the Research Group.  Analysis revealed that on 
occasion researchers slipped into interviewing rather than 
allowing the narrative to unfold undirected, but this was a 
limited drawback and the data is considered to be a robust 
and vibrant representation of the views of respondents 
and a representation of their life stories, in the narrative 
inquiry element of the research.   

Ethical considerations were managed by assuring confidentiality to participants 
and use of pseudonyms in the report.  All names in this report are changed.  
Informed consent was sought using information sheets and letter and securing 
signatures to participate on the part of parents and volunteers.   Observation of 
children was part of the natural experience of the project and permission was 
sought from parents at the time that they were present with their children and 
no objections were received.    No objections to participating in the research 
were received but 2 parents did not show after 2 reminders and this was 
considered to be a decline to participate.  It was originally intended that the 
whole research groups would see all the data but it transpired as a result of time 
constraints that only the lead Researcher viewed all the data.  The data from 
interviews was recorded with the permission of participants and the data was 
not fully transcribed, again because of time constraints.  All data was kept in the 
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locked office of the researcher and it will be deleted in 5 years’ time.  Data on the 
computer is kept under secure passwords. 

8. Findings

8.1Management of Step By Step 

A Management Board of 9 Trustees meets 
quarterly and, of course, holds an AGM 
yearly.  Annual or bi-annual Board Strategy 
meetings are held.  The Risk Register is 
reviewed and agreed quarterly.  Stability of 
trustee representation is apparent.  A 
Trustee takes responsibility for Child 
Protection issues, which are discussed 
regularly at meetings with the intention of 
finding good and sensitive solutions to 
complex issues. A Trustee also takes 
responsibility for volunteer representation 
to the Board. 

8.2 Policies of Step By Step 

Policies of Step By Step are detailed in the 
Staff Handbook and are extensive and 
written in plain English.  Appendix D shows 
a list of guidelines and policies, which 
ensure the safety and well being of 
participants and staff. 

8.3 Step By Step -Value for Money (VFM) 

In the year 2017/18, 423 group sessions 
were held with 162 families, 188 children 
and 10 dads.  In additions 289 individual 
support sessions were held with 89 families to meet individual needs. 

Unrestricted funds of £32,972 were held in this year and a balance of £46,908 
restricted funds for staff payroll, expenses, rental and insurance costs. 

It is not possible to work out a reliable cost per head figure for the service, as 
each individual family has a different experience but the cost per intervention is 
approximately £127 using all the available funds.  Using unrestricted funds, the 
cost per intervention is £52.  The savings made to the local authority, the tax 
payer and the community are immense.  To show how this may be illustrated a 
comparison is made here to a third sector project, which signposted people with 
social isolation issues in Aberdeenshire.  It was shown that this Aberdeenshire 
project saved the taxpayer on General Practitioner (GP) visits.  This project is 

Step By Step records show 
that, at time of writing the 
report, since 2008 the 
project has worked with: 

1,600 families, 

2,100 children 

50 dads 

Over 100 volunteers 

At time of writing this 
report, the project was 
working with: 

126 families 

150 children 

10 dads 

3 First Steps Groups 

6 Step by Step Groups 

36 volunteers
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considered to be similar to Step By Step, which also will save money on GP visits, 
as is illustrated later in this section of the report where anxiety, depression and 
social isolation are factors that stimulate attendance at Step By Step. 

The cost is of an intervention at Step By Step being 47p per seven minute visit 
(the typical length of doctor visit), as opposed to £5.71 for a doctor excluding 
overheads (McArdle, 2018).   

This figure vastly under-represents the cost effectiveness of Step By Step as 
many Step By Step interventions last more than an hour.  Also, a seven minute 
doctor appointment will frequently be followed by further appointments, 
typically 4 for any individual need for those who are socially isolated.  This 
suggests figures that will be closer to savings of 47p to £22.  Savings made by 
referrers also need to be taken into account, such as the financial costs and 
workload of community nurses, social workers and other health professionals.  
Qualitative savings include inter alia improvement in the social skills of pupils 
once the children go to school; quality of life in the community and community 
spirit; well-being of individuals and families.  It is my conclusion that Step By 
Step represents considerable value for money (VFM).  There was no evidence in 
the accounts of expenditure unrelated to direct service provision and associated 
essential costs (e.g. Staff development).  It is value for money because it provides 
an essential service, as perceived by participants, to a significant number of 
people, at a relatively small cost.   

8.4 Volunteer semi-structured interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were held with Step By Step volunteers, seeking 
information across a number of identified themes.  The findings are presented as 
detailed accounts from 2 participants to show the depth and breadth, the 
synergy of their accounts.  To deconstruct into individual question findings 
would detract from the overall tenor of the interviews which were considered to 
be honest and ‘felt’ insights into the impact of the project.  Volunteers are 
typically female and may have been participants at the project prior to 
volunteering.  The questions asked are included as Appendix A.  Below are two 
accounts that are selected as being typical of the conversations that took place 
with volunteers.  Names have been changed to protect identity.  They are 
presented for the reader in full prior to discussion to show the synergy of their 
opinions.   

A very safe, underestimated VFM ratio is: 

Value for Money ratio 47p : £5.71 

A more realistic and defensible VFM would be closer to: 

Value for Money ratio 47p : £20 
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Mary 

It seems longer but it . . .  I can’t remember when I started.  I think it would 
be 2 years ago.  Well I’d been volunteering in at XX (name of another 
organisation).  It’s for parents, who have split up but can meet to have 
children for a couple of hours.  I found out about Step By Step from the 
church.  I was looking round all the different charities and I thought, oh 
what’s this.  I thought that sounded good.  To be quite honest I, I just found 
that after I retired that I missed the company of people.  I had worked for 29 
years with children and I missed them.  I would like to put something back.  I 
didn’t do it right away.  I gave myself 10 months.  I needed to get my head 
round not getting up.  I needed to find what’s right for me.  I filled my days 
like that. 

I find it’s really a good thing because maybe the mummies are struggling or 
they haven’t anyone who stays local.  They come in and meet people and 
they find others are going through exactly the same or just click together.  
What I like about it is they meet each other outside this as well and it’s 
absolutely lovely.  ‘We’ve just been for a meal.  Gone out at night and the 
men have babysat’.  It’s good for them and it’s good for the children.  It 
shows them they are not alone with their problems.  They’re seeing it’s 
normal to have problems.  They get a chance to try the food in here which is 
important.  They can try healthy food and buy it at home. 

Good for children as they come in and are meeting other children.  They are 
getting used to a social environment and they meet adults, strangers.  Gets 
them used to talking and playing with others.  Mummy sees it’s okay to get 
down on the floor and talk in a baby voice. 

It’s okay to say no and that it hurts and 
it’s okay to tell them that.  Some 
mummies don’t like to check their 
children.  Not going to hit them we just 
say ‘no we don’t that’ (whispers) and the 
children take to you. With all my heart I 
love them.  It doesn’t matter whose 
children they are I’ve always loved them.  

It just makes me happy.  Impact on me?  
It makes me so rewarded.  I see people 
get a little help.  I didn’t realise how 
many mummies were not coping.  
Struggling a bit or the children were 
struggling a bit.  To help anybody in 
trouble or pain it’s given me that feel 
good factor and as I say it makes me 
really happy. 
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Hopefully I bring happiness to them.  I do smile and laugh a lot and love. 
They know that I love them.  I wouldn’t be scared to say I love them.  It’s so 
important It matters so much that you say they are a good mum if they are.  
I never gave it much thought what I bring.  I just do it, it comes naturally I 
just do whatever it is I can do.  When I look back, I have worked with 
children for a long, long time and so it must help. 

It’s a place where mummies and babies and toddlers can come and feel safe 
and feel loved and feel wanted. 

I really don’t think there is much they could do better. 

The above account was chosen as it shows well the motivation for volunteering.  
It was the case that volunteering, in all cases, was a remedy to a form of social 
isolation, particularly for the elderly volunteers.  Step By Step provides a 
community impact through its volunteering opportunities.   

It was also chosen as Mary (not real name) expresses the passion, the love and 
happiness she brings to and experiences from the project.  Step By Step 
contributed in this way to the well-being of all volunteers and thereby of course 
to the well-being of parents and children.  This reciprocity of happiness and well-
being is impossible to quantify but is illustrated by Mary’s account. 

Louise 

I wanted to do something worthwhile with my time, not lunches.  I have 
taught for 35 years.  I’m always interested in what makes people tick.  I am 
fairly good at listening.  My experience of being a mother and a granny I can 
offer advice a little carefully.  I have an understanding of where families are 
coming from.  You learn a lot about family dynamics in relationships, when 
teaching.  

Step By Step is a wonderful place it is a haven, a sanctuary, which is filled 
with love and warmth.  Mums, dads and children feel secure. Filled with 
laughter and warmth.  Wonderful support group as they build relationships 
between themselves.  Children have fun.  It’s a place of fun and happiness . . . 
. . . I can see no way in which Step By Step is unhelpful. 

I feel welcomed at Step By Step such warmth from the staff.  I really enjoy 
getting to know the mums and children.  Seeing them growing and talking.  
The interaction between children as they get older. 

It gives me a purpose a routine in the week.  Contributing to society and 
being helpful and benefitting other people.  Staff are extremely capable.  It is 
led really well in all aspects.  Can’t think of any areas of improvement.  It’s 
ideal to me for mums and dads if they turn up.  It’s a happy, happy place and 
I love how volunteers are welcomed. 
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Parents might need a little bit of support.  A place for mums to build 
relationships and support each other.  I would describe it in glowing terms, 
the best I have come across.   

I remember a girl who was very, very withdrawn who had no smiles; 
wouldn’t join in groups at all.  But she came back the next week.  Here we 
are a few months down the line.  What a change in that girly.  She’s open 
and smiling and making friends.  We saw her blossom it’s wonderful. 

A facility for the fathers might be an 
idea.  Maybe there are questions they 
would like to ask.  I think a group where 
they could ask questions and build 
relationships with other dads. 

Food and clothes are great.  Good, 
healthy food; it is tremendous and they 
are struggling if on low income ‘tis a 
wonderful, wonderful resource.  I’ve seen 
mothers going through clothes and 
being delighted. 

Louise was selected because she illustrates the volunteers’ perceptions of the 
value of the project to parents in a way that is consistent with the value base, 
objectives and implicit practice principles of the project.  Once again, the energy 
and motivation of all the volunteers is present, in this case illustrated by an 
example of the change and impact she saw on the participant who would not 
smile initially.  She was aware, like Mary, and all the other volunteers, of the 
value of relationships and peer learning. Louise suggested more provision, 
specifically for fathers on their own which might be worth considering. 

It is fair to say, that the interviews with volunteers were largely consistent in 
finding positive impact on self, on the parents and children. None of the 
volunteers found aspects of the project unhelpful or challenging.  Interviews 
were consistently positive and demonstrated the enthusiasm with which the 
volunteers valued the project for self and others.   

8.5 Focus Groups 

Focus groups were held to secure the views of current (July/August, 2019) 
participants of Step By Step.  The Focus Group Schedule is included as Appendix 
B. Participants were asked why they attended Step By Step.  The answers below
illustrate the complexity of social isolation, mental health issues and the need for
trusted friendship that were typical of focus group answers.

It gets me out of the house.  I made a friend.  I have a child too.  My social life 
as well.  They don’t judge. 
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I had mental health issues, so I was advised to get out and be a bit more 
sociable.  It was a child social worker who told me to come and has come 
along with us the first time. 

It’s um helpful – can’t think of any reasons why.  Because of my bi-polar I’m 
quite up and down and people before were quite quick to report my stress.  
It’s good they look out for you here. 

Asked how they feel at Step By Step, answers were very interesting and once 
again illustrated the complexity of the need for positive relationships, 
reassurance and unconditional support. 

More wholesome I suppose.  Feel better about kids.  You are conscious that 
your kid is normal.  It’s nice to see different development stages as well.  You 
can work on it at home.  You see other people’s kids misbehaving which is 
reassuring. 

Basically, like, because I lost my other child.  Coming to group was difficult. 
It’s a taboo subject but there are kids the same age, I sorted myself out 
mentally and came back to group to normalise things.  It does (normalise 
things). 

I had post-natal anxiety quite bad.  I’d never heard of this but I never had 
anxiety before he was born.  I didn’t go to a single group before but I was 
worried about keeping kids in the house.  It was not right, so I came and it’s 
good you just go.  He (her child) gets not stressed out now. 

I worked from home and never saw anyone and I got pregnant again and 
my body was not operating again, so going out was crucial. I had a crash. 

Realising you are not the only one like 
the only one that’s like struggling and 
feels gone crazy.  You just feel you are a 
bit more normal. 

Getting out of the house and socialising. 

Asked about the impact on the child of Step By Step, the following answers are 
typical of the effect the project has on social integration of children and 
overcoming childhood isolation: 

Impact? You see another side of them when they are around other kids.  
They are kind of cute! (laughter) 

I think they’re quite responsive. Nice to see them with other children.  Good 
to see them play with other kids not be stuck a t home.  You can get too 
attached at home.   
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We got closer friends for coming here.  She (her child) is very much a 
mummy’s girl but now happy going away with other children. 

I don’t know it’s just nice to have somewhere to go to just vent and let her 
run around.  At 5 years old the other one had cancer.  Now it feels like it was 
so long ago.  She’s like any other toddler now.  She is here and um felt, like, 
nice to work with her.  I got all these calls and I was overwhelmed.  This is 
really nice. Do fun and stuff with your baby and see (his/her) other nature. 

Changed – since first came.  When I was at home I was just a ‘stresshead’ 
and it was all my fault.  Easy now you’re so much more relaxed.  Socialising 
is a big difference.  

The focus groups were also consistent in their positive view of the impact of Step 
By Step on individuals’ complex needs, addressing these through perceived 
support and friendship.  It was important to hear views in the voice of 
participants who were deeply aware of and thankful for the impact but did not 
have the understanding or language to express the sophistication of the Step By 
Step interventions and approach. It may be worthwhile considering how to 
explain this to participants so they can celebrate their own achievements more 
fully. 

8.5 Narrative Inquiry 

Narrative inquiry typically presents long extracts of participants’ words, to 
retain the depth and breadth of expression and to look for the synergy of the 
whole account and this has been done here.  Inquiry interviews are considered to 
be case studies but it is possible to look for echoes and resonance between cases 
and this is what is done here.  Eight interviews were undertaken and only three 
are presented in the interest of relative brevity, though the other stories, which 
are important, will not be lost as they will be used by the project as well for 
information purposes.  The three chosen have been selected because they 
illustrate well different dimensions of the typical life stories of participants and 
their perception of the interventions of Step By Step.  

Susan 

I’ve got 2 children, James and Anna (not real names).  I was told about it 
(Step By Step) by a girl I’d been with at natal classes.  I was a bit worried 
being a first time mum and being so young.  I thought I had to push myself a 
bit to get out and this could be the start of making new friends.  I had   
moved away and had no friends.  
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 It was me, about me, and James. We 
stayed a year and he did enjoy all the 
activities.  He didn’t at first come out of 
his carrier at all.  It was more about me.  
I had the anxiety, since I fell pregnant 
with James.  It was trapping me in the 
house a little bit.  I was quiet and didn’t 
speak to people as I was so anxious.  I 
meet Jeanette (staff member, not real 

name), who is a lovely lady and was such a calming person to be around.  I 
was anxious but that was just part of the way I was.  I came back and I liked 
it.   

I came from Lossie.  Sadly, one by one they (other participants) all left and I 
felt a bit as though it was more about James.  It was mainly the people 
(names staff).  It was mainly them.  As soon as I walked in there were 
friendly faces and voices and I felt good about being there.   

It was free as well.  It didn’t matter to me for the money.  I had money.  Just 
you’re giving all of this and not expecting anything back.  At the babies, the 
babies groups, they give you a biscuit and a cup of tea and you have to pay 
£2.50 but here the children are getting juice and toast for free.  They get to 
see and play with the toys.  Songs and nursery rhymes.  It was the first time 
that James had been with other children his own age.  He didn’t have 
brother and sister.   

Mentally it brought me out of the house.  I looked forward to it.  I was not so  
anxious about going to other places and that was because I went to Step By 
Step overall.  She’s (staff member) just a lovely person. Softly spoken she is 
so kind.  Learnt to notice other mums looking and feeling quite anxious so I 
helped them and gave something back.  I still do it now and I speak to others 
in the same situation the now. 

Because he (James) was so young I got to sing songs with him and that was 
the first time I sang to him.  We did bond.  Nothing challenging nothing at 
all, all fine.  Best things on reflection?  Just the friendly safe environment.  
Physically safe and go and chat if you need to; emotionally safe too.  Good 
group of kids.  Good group of mums.  I told 2 other people about it and they 
came.  I’ve made friends; it’s nice to see them.  Reflecting back, that I had 
someone to talk to and not to talk to if I didn’t want to - everyone’s lovely.  
They did a bit of everything, they (the staff) did all I could want.  I do things 
at home now crafts at home and singing.  They (the children) both love 
music. If they’d done a group in Buckie I would have come. 

Susan talks about her situation as a wife of a man in the forces, feeling lonely 
with her child.  She talks about her learning that has taken place to meet with 
others and assist them, if they are in the same situation in which she found 
herself.  She refers to the sustainability of change in small ways again, in that she 
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continues with craft and singing.  She refers to the quality of relationships with 
the staff and the safety of the environment. 

Marie 

First memory of Step By Step was of being in touch with a friend to go and 
meet me off the bus at the bus station.  I arranged it more than once and 
dropped out.  I went along with my OT in the end.  My mental health was an 
issue at the time.  I had post- natal depression and was struggling with 
getting out anyway. Mothers and Toddlers was very cliquey and I had had a 
bad experience.  I was very nervous about going to Step By Step.  It was 
completely different; a warm welcome and very supportive.  I did feel 
nervous at first but I settled in, it was very accepting that I was on edge and 
nervous.  There were these things that made a difference. That there were 
volunteers to look after the children.  And you could have a conversation 
without having to have eyes in the back of your head.  The toy taken away 
from Jess (her child) at Mothers and Toddlers by an adult was awful and at 
Step by Step this would not happen because the volunteers would spot it and 
help children to share.   

I learnt that for all mums it’s scary.  I learn a lot about how to help my child 
to interact with other children.  At the other place, I felt I had to protect my 
child.  I could actually allow Jess to explore (at Step By Step).  The difference 
is the volunteers who are not parents.  The volunteers are unbiased.  
Independent adjudicators helping children to play with each other.  It just 
made it so easy for someone suffering with social anxiety.  Nothing 
challenging about Step By Step.  After we stopped attending, I volunteered 
for a while on the committee.  I kinda hadn’t realised how my ability had 
dropped.  I found that difficult but it gave me confidence.  Getting my child 
to leave at the end of the session was the most challenging. 

I describe it (Step By Step) it is a friendly and welcoming group that 
supports parents and their children who are going through what are 
difficult times and helps them to thrive. 

Eating together and the singing together were very valuable for my child.  
Singing and stories were the first time Jess had experienced doing 
structured things with other children.  Learnt about taking turns as she’s an 
only child.  She wasn’t exposed to any of that beforehand. 

I don’t think there was much that could be improved (at Step By Step). 
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Marie expresses in detail the longer term effect of Step By Step, in assisting her to 
volunteer.  On reflection, she sees the difference it has made to her life overall.  It 
had a profound effect in a sustained manner.  It helped her at a ‘struggling time’ 
but also helped her volunteer which she would not have done if she ‘had not been 
to Step By Step.’ 

Caroline 

I have 2 children, now 10 and 7.  It was helpful back in 2012, when I was 
there.  It helped me get out of the house.  It was my week’s routine a 
Tuesday and a Friday.  Made new friends and my children have autism.  I 
picked up bits about it when playing with children in Step By Step group.  I 
did not know anything about autism or ASD until I went there and they 
(children) then got reviewed.  Helpful, friendly and I really liked it.  I really 
appreciate it. 

I always used to keep them (children) back.  When I took them to Step By 
Step they were also included even though they were naughty.  I did feel 
nervous - what are they (the children) going to act like?  I didn’t know the 
things that triggered them.  It, it did help that. 

I felt comfortable.  Not cliquey.  Everyone spoke, spoke and was welcoming.  
I went to a group elsewhere and it was not good.  I met good friends 
through Step By Step.  I still have contact with them. 

Impact?  It did make a difference coming here when my husband was away 
he’s in the forces.  It made me go out and meet people.   Had to do it.  The 
Children were lonely as well.  He (her child) was active with other children 
(I) Interacted with others.  My husband knows some of them (friends made
at Step By Step).  We are still friends.  I wouldn’t have met her (a friend) if it
hadn’t been for Step By Step.

Long term effect?  It gave me the confidence back in my abilities as a mum 
and as a useful member of society.  I volunteered for other things, which I 
would not have done if I had not been to Step by Step.  I am incredibly 
grateful for the experience and opportunities.  It helped us out to the 
other side at a struggling time.  It certainly gave us shared experiences.  

I never had had experience 
of bringing something home. 
The only things I have are 
from Step By Step, that I 
treasure. The crafts.  That 
experience of making thing 
we had not had before. I 
think it is a brilliant project 
and I hope it goes from 
strength to strength. 
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Learning? I’m very quiet and I learnt to meet new people.  I can go out 
there; not everyone is bad.  Lovely bunch of people.  It made me have more 
confidence to go and get a job.  I didn’t have any confidence in myself.  It 
made me go out there. I got a job at a bar and a card factory and am doing 
criminology at Open University.  When I had my youngest, I felt really low.  
It lifted my confidence. 

My eldest son would have a meltdown but others were looking.  Trying to 
calm him down was challenging but they gave me praise for how I calmed 
him down and things.  It’s nice to hear encouragement from someone else.  I 
was learning myself to learn about autism and I read about it and it shows 
you can help with it.  Every child is different it’s a difficult situation if they 
are in a group, it is difficult. 

It’s like a family you could speak about anything.  It’s so friendly. Beneficial 
to kids and yourself.  Learning different skills every week. 

I don’t know what they can do to improve in the future.  Maybe an older 
group just play.   My children can’t go to other groups ‘cos of sensory lights 
and stuff but here is great.   Here they could just play or be themselves.  
Everything is in Inverness and Aberdeen and we can’t get there.  Swimming 
is too loud for them. 

Caroline had a difficult situation with 2 children with autism/ASD.  She was very 
anxious at first but grew in confidence so that she made friends, got a job and 
signed up with the Open University.  Like many of our respondents, the only 
change they would make to Step By Step was to expand the age range so they 
could come back with older children. 

The life stories we found typically follow the form close to that suggested by 
Labov (1982), with a general background, a complicating factor (anxiety, post-
natal depression, social isolation); a response to this (the Step By Step 
intervention); the resolution; and a coda.  The coda for one participant is the title 

of this report, “a brilliant place: a place of calm.”

The Findings have been presented in some detail to ensure that the voice of 
participants is heard.  In the selection of what to represent, I sought typical and 
dissenting voices; but of the latter there were none.  The Researcher actively 
sought negative comments about the project, as can be shown from the 
questions asked in the interviews and focus groups for balance.  It can only be 
assumed that the interviewees were seeking to please the interviewers or that 
the project is indeed considered to be without fault and I tend to the latter 
explanation as the enthusiasm and positivity of participants seemed authentic 
and the narratives were robust and consistent and an external interviewer i.e. 
not known to the interviewee, was used for the majority of interviews.  I can only 

“It made me have more confidence to go and get a job” 
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conclude that, in the eyes of the participants, volunteers and current and past 
participants, the project is considered to be without fault. 

8.6 Staff SWOT analysis 

A meeting of staff was held in the Elgin Centre and rather than using SWOT 
directly, Strengths, Limitations, Threats and Opportunities were discussed in 
that order, so that the group could end on a high note rather than Threats. The 
word Limitations replaced Weaknesses. Staff were asked to brainstorm, which 
means they were able to propose ideas but only disagree with but not critique 
each other’s suggestions.  There was almost no disagreement. 

The strengths identified comprised: 

Safe space for families; 
Relevant: there is need for what we do; 
Non-judgmental; 
Reputation, well respected; 
Attractive to funders, a success re £ applications; 
A lot to offer the community; 
Offer healthy snack, activities/ mind and body support; 
No problems too big or small; 
Diverse team with a lot of skills for families; 
All ‘bounce off’ each other; 
Openness to learning – not have all the answers; 
Friendly and warm; parents feel relaxed to speak to anyone; 
The garden is amazing and have the activity room, quiet room and 
opportunity to go between; 
Parents comment, it’s so bright; 
Support each other, have a large cake on Friday; 
Resilient; 
Routine helps; 
Diversity within staff team and volunteers 
(midwifery, nursery nurse, mental health, sports) 
Well governed; 
Well organised (e.g. Royal Visit) 
Volunteers/staff training. 

Strengths were relatively easy for the group to define and focused very positively 
on the service rather than individuals’ circumstances with the job.  There was 
evidence of a team working well together and valuing each other’s strengths. 

The Limitations comprised: +/- means the issue is both positive and negative 

Forres a bigger space so different feel; 
Activity room could be bigger; 
Every group is different +/- 
Forres – don’t have a garden attached.  Also takes longer to set up; 
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Volunteer dependent +/- 
100% dependent on external funding.  Don’t generate our own +/- Not 
answerable to anyone; 
Training with families limited; 
Transition when families move on as there is nothing else like us; 
90 minutes of intervention with families; 
Waiting list +/- 

There was evidence of some dissatisfaction with the environment at Forres; it is 
inevitable that one facility will be better than another.  Funding came quite late 
on the list which was interesting and perhaps suggest that there is an 
expectation that funding will be provided, given success with this in the past 
which may be unrealistic.  In terms of the service offered the main limitation 
perceived was linked to transition which sparked discussion of how this could be 
ameliorated.  There was a definite balance of perspective with +/- being 
attributed to limitations reflecting an overall positive view of the project by staff. 

The Threats comprised: 

Possibility of competition; 
Lack of funding; 
Lack of premises (currently rented); 
No volunteers – issue in Forres; 
Potential turnover of staff; 
Social media (threat). 

Funding appeared higher on the list of threats and a possibility of competition 
for services was mentioned.  Volunteering in Forres was an issue but not in Elgin.  
Social media as a generic threat referred to the reputation of the project which 
could be at risk if people chose to be negative about the project. The number of 
threats perceived was limited and again reflected the positive esteem in which 
the project is held by staff. 

The Opportunities comprised: 

New initiative potential: Siblings, Transition group, Health Walk, Dads’ 
group; 
Spare capacity in facility; 
Volunteering by Mums when they are finished; 
Evaluation impact; 
Do more with space outside; 
Have our own building – Elgin, Forres, Aberlour, Cullen, Buckie, Keith; 
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Convert double decker; 
Generation of funding – swap shop, café; 
Manager – Gareth; 
Further training to work better with 
other partners/organisations,  
personal development. 

Opportunities were interesting and showed 
that the staff were thoughtful about 
continuous improvement.   Opportunities for expansion were identified to offer 
the service more widely and to improve the current service. This was done with 
great enthusiasm for further development. 

Overall, the staff provided a positive view of the service and of their own 
supportive team environment. The main differences, in the researcher’s 
experience, between this and other third sector organisations doing the same 
SWOT activity, is the lack of emphasis on the instability of funding and the 
satisfaction with employment/team support.  The latter is to the credit of the 
leader and the Board. 

The consistency between the staff’s and participants’ views of the Strengths of 
the project are interesting.  It shows a symmetry between intentions and 
realisation of project aims which is to be applauded.  The Limitations and 
Threats were, quite properly, not apparent to the participants.  The Researcher 
had the sense that, because of its complexity, the project was a light hidden 
under a bushel.   

9. Discussion

Thinking of impact as scale, quality and effectiveness, there can be no doubt that 
Step By Step has significant impact on both individuals and the communities in 
which these individuals live.  The scale as shown by value for money (47p: £20); 
sheer size of numbers present at any snapshot in time; and the annual 
throughput, is evidence of work on a considerable scale for a small third sector 
organisation.   

The evidence from Findings is that the quality of the project is indubitable.  The 
feedback from volunteers, participant families and those who had moved on 
from the project was universally positive in terms of quality, with frequent 

It is hoped that this report will assist with 
illumination of this complexity and the effective 
sophistication with which the project meets the 

complex needs. 
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references to its improvement on other facilities that had been tried without 
success.  Quality was apparent mostly in terms of the relationships with the staff 
and volunteers who were non-judgemental, caring and supportive of individuals’ 
different points of view and ways of doing things.  Their neutrality in children’s 
disputes over a toy, for example, was considered important.  Society places 
considerable demands on parents to conform, to meet unstated expectations and 
to be ‘perfect’ mothers and fathers. This places considerable pressure on 
individuals, who may be socially isolated, closeted with a difficult or challenging 
child, without support and with no certainty that what they are doing is right, 
okay or wrong.  The relationships at Step By Step are nurturing, caring and 
carefully mediated.  I have referred to the sophistication of the project a number 
of times and I now intend to illuminate this proposition. 

The effectiveness of the project is without doubt and it is intended to discuss this 
in more detail.  Effectiveness was shown to be apparent in a number of 
dimensions.  The first dimension is in the ways in which it enhanced traits of 
confidence and self-esteem of parents, especially in the role as mothers and 
fathers, as well as more generally.  The project undoubtedly builds confidence in 
parenting in every person who attends.  There were frequent mentions of the joy 
of discovering others had difficulties with parenting too.  The example of the 
mother who joined the Open University after significant anxiety issues shows the 
transferability of confidence to the person’s whole life not just parenting alone. 

This leads to the second dimension, which is the agency it engendered in 
individuals to take control of their lives and to be directed to additional 
sources of support and resource to overcome issues such as poverty and 
disadvantage.  Agency means taking control and not being tossed on the 
vicissitudes that the sea of life brings.  So, mothers were able to get a job, form 
and continue friendships and do small projects at home that contribute to quality 
of life such as Arts and Crafts with their children. 

The third dimension is the social inclusion.  The project assisted people to 
overcome social isolation and form friendships and contacts in the community 
thereby contributing to the well-being of the community itself.  The project took 
both volunteers and parents out of the house where they could feel alone to a 
social environment that was non-judgemental and which provided unconditional 
support. 

The fourth dimension is that the project enhanced quality of life for the 
individual through the creativity and fun it engenders and the focus on life’s 
journey and assisting individuals to make of this what they will in their own 
good interests.  The Researcher was touched by the account of the individual 
who treasures the artefacts made at Step By Step as there had formerly been 
none of these keepsakes.  The data from this project is characterised by the 
plethora of positive expressions of happiness, fun, love, heaven and a sanctuary, 
for example.  
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The Step By Step Project is very much about care, nurture and learning and it 
is this penultimate dimension that is particularly interesting in that the model of 
learning is comprehensive and inclusive in its elements, providing a holistic 
model of education.  Linking care, nurture and learning is a good, humane and 
effective approach to adult learning in this context. 
The dimension that bonds all of the previous dimensions 
together is the absolute quality of relationships 
formed by Step By Step.  Caring, nurturing, support, 
unconditional love and non-judgemental are all words 
and phrases used to describe the quality of these 
relationships which permeate every nook and cranny of 
Step By Step.  None of the success of Step By Step would 
be possible without the exceptional quality of 
relationship modelled by the staff and cascaded to 
volunteers; thereby forming the norms for conduct in the 
groups.  The data suggests that the quality of these staff relationships is quite 
superior and that the relationships are consistent and generate considerable 
trust, including, in particular, in those people for whom trust is difficult. 

The Researcher has an educational background and learning has been an 
important dimension of the data.  Step By Step is founded on the theory 
mentioned earlier in this report, in particular attachment theory but also has an 
implicit, highly complex, holistic and faceted model of adult education 

Adult education, it is proposed, consists of a range of interrelated elements of 
knowing and these in the Step By Step project are integrative and blended in a 
way which considers the whole adult in all his/her roles.  Epistemologies of 
knowing through propositional knowledge (information and bulletin boards on 
health matters); experiential knowing (through educational settings and trying 
out new skills); aesthetic knowing (through arts and crafts activities); spiritual 
knowing (through support of values and beliefs); were apparent in the project.  
These epistemologies are interrelated seamlessly in the participants’ 
experiences mediated through the exceptional quality of Step By Step 
relationships. 

Knowledge and learning were derived from the following faceted sources: 

• Cognition/problem solving/reasoning with the staff about issues affecting
participants’ lives; What is going on in my life?

• Authority, experts – Knowing the literature/facts about health matters or
practice such as breast feeding; What is advice about this?
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• Experience/Practice/Touch/Smell/Feel – The practice of managing
shared experiences with children; What have I learnt from this?

• Emotion – friendship, fun, learning how to enjoy; I enjoy this.
• Imagination – What if I did this?
• Ethics, values – what is the best practice for others in my life?
• Intuition – I know this is likely to work;
• History/Tradition/Culture – This has traditionally been the known

approach;
• Common sense – It makes practical sense to do this;
• Interrelationships (e.g. authority/experience) – my friend did this the

other day successfully.

This model has interrelated dimensions and is applied in a complex environment 
where needs may be unexpressed and muddled, where emotions may be running 
high or depressingly low, where children may be distressed and challenging or 
withdrawn, where there are multiple needs in a group.  The adult education 
model of learning that underpins this is a model of learning, as transformation 
of the identity of the individual from a negative place, to a place of hope 
and well-being.  This model is implemented through the medium of the quality 
of relationships that assists people to make this transformation to see 
themselves, for example, as a good parent or parent who is good enough. 

The Community benefits from Step By Step are important.  Step By Step through 
the well-being of its participants contributes to community spirit and 
community inclusion of those who would otherwise be isolated.  
Employment, volunteering, nutritional, environmental and cultural well-being all 
featured in the data and will have unseen impacts on the wider community.  
Perhaps the strongest community benefit lies in the quality of relationships 
learned, which are then applied to others in the community to the benefit of all. 

10. Conclusions

Thinking with an evaluative frame of mind, without doubt, Step By Step is a 
valuable and important contributor to the lives of the individuals and 
communities with which it works.  The project uses a highly sophisticated and 
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seamless approach to working with families.  The value of this seamless 
approach is that it appears simple and accessible to the participants but is based 
on a sound theoretical footing in terms of attachment theory and adult 
educational theory.   

It translates theory into practice in a way which is to be commended highly.  It is, 
however, more than sophisticated theory and practice; it also combines skills of 
nurturing, caring and humanity in its approach.  The quality of relationships is 
excellent; they are quite simply superior.  The Researcher tried to find ways to 
balance a critique of impact to embrace both positive and negative features of 
the project but nobody had any criticisms of Step By Step to make other than 
their regret when it came to be time to leave.  There have been challenging 
situations that staff and Trustees have linked to child protection issues but these 
have been managed within the law and within the inclusive value base of the 
organisation. 

The Researcher has over 30 years’ experience of researching evidence of impact 
and evaluation; and Step By Step surmounts all the projects she has encountered 
in this time through its synergy throughout the organisation of expressed values; 
its successful management of complex needs and issues in a simple and 
accessible way; and its quality of staff and volunteer relationships.   

The study looked at impact quite specifically and this report has commented on 
the scale, quality and effectiveness of the Step By Step project in the discussion.  

To summarise it has an impact linked to: 

This was mediated by: 

- the absolute quality of relationships;
- experiences of care, nurture and learning.
- an implicit, highly complex, holistic and faceted model of adult

education.

• enhanced traits of confidence and self-esteem;

• agency it engendered in individuals to take control of their lives;

• overcoming social isolation;

• enhanced quality of life;

• transformation of the identity of the individual from a negative
place, to a place of hope and well-being;

• community spirit and community inclusion of those who would
otherwise be isolated.
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Step By Step is a strong example of an effective third sector organisation, which 
is practical in its approach but is firmly founded on solid principles of what it 
does and how it chooses to do this.  The only negative I could find was the need 
to rely on short term funding and the uncertainty this brings.  Step By Step is a 
solid and important organisation meeting identified and unmet needs in its 
geographical area in a most sophisticated and professional way.  It deserves to 
be funded more securely and to be valued highly by funders for the important 
holistic contribution it makes to issues of vulnerability, disadvantage, poverty 
and social isolation. The impact of Step By Step on people’s lives is substantial, 
important and multi-dimensional and it comes with the good-will of those in the 
community who seek to counter these social issues. 
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13. Appendices

Appendix A Questions for Volunteers 

1. How long have you volunteered at SbyS?
2. What caused you to volunteer?
3. How many hours do you volunteer in an average week?
4. Can you think of ways in which SbyS is helpful to parent and/or children?
5. Can you think of ways in which SbyS is unhelpful to parents and/or

children?
6. How do you feel at SbyS generally?
7. What has been the impact on you of SbyS?
8. What advice for staff at SbyS do you have?
9. How would you describe SbyS to others?
10. Is there anything SbyS should do - or do better - in the future?
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Appendix B  Focus Group Schedule 

Questions 

1. How many children have you got and what are their ages?

2. How is SbyS helpful / unhelpful?

3. What has changed, if anything, for you?

4. How do you feel at SbyS?

5. What has been the impact on you?..............your child?..........your 
relationships? 

6. Are you aware of any learning (knowledge, skills, qualities)?

7. Did you feel challenged by anything at SbyS?

8. What advice do you have for staff/volunteers?

9. How would you describe SbyS to others?

10. Is there anything SbyS should do in the future?

Rules 

• Ensure consent forms are signed by participants
• Confirm agreement from individuals to participate in the focus group
• Confirm that the group is happy for the discussion to be recorded
• Reiterate confidentiality i.e. no names will be used; issues discussed are

not to be repeated elsewhere
• Renegotiate throughout the discussion i.e. is everyone happy to continue?
• Thank everyone for participating
• Explain that the information received may be used in an Impact Report

produced for Step by Step
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Appendix C  Roles of Volunteers 

The Role of Volunteers at Step by Step 
What do Volunteers DO at Step by Step? 
• Provide support and assistance to staff Family Workers running groups for
isolated parents and their young children aged from birth to 3 years old.
• Help to prepare and maintain a relaxed welcoming environment for group
activities
• Initiate and sustain conversations with parents who may feel shy or inhibited
in company
• Play with parents and children and provide encouragement for building
connection between them
• Join in song and story time to provide role models and encouragement to
reluctant parents
• Join in craft activities, messy play to enable parents to value creative activities
• Join in outdoor play sessions to enable parents to value play in nature and the
benefits of fresh air
• Work with volunteers to prepare and serve nutritious snacks for groups
• Join in at snack time with parents and children to encourage family mealtimes
• Observe developments and any concerns and share these at the post-group
observation session
• Assist with cleaning up after groups and other household tasks as necessary
What do Volunteers bring to Step by Step?
They are…
• Aged over 18 years
• Able to commit to a minimum of one 3-hour session each week
• Understanding of child development and the needs of children.
• Able to communicate sensitively and effectively with adults and children.
• Have non-judgmental approach.
• Able to motivate and support isolated and vulnerable parents.
• Able to build good working relationships with families who may initially be
hostile.
• Able to stay calm under pressure and work on own initiative.
• Committed to confidentiality.
• Eligible for enhanced PVG Registration.
• Patient and have good listening skills.
• Caring and empathic with a sense of humour.
• Enthusiastic, flexible and creative with plenty of drive and initiative.
• Trustworthy and reliable; able to manage time effectively.
• Flexible and available.
• Able to communicate by email
• Willing to take part in training and development opportunities
Other useful but not essential qualities include…
• Appropriate qualifications eg in Child Care or Family Work
• Experience of organising activities for families.
• Knowledge of Step by Step in Moray and the work we do.
• Current First Aid certificate.
• Current Food Hygiene certificate
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Appendix D List of Guidelines and Policies 

Holiday Entitlement 

Time off in lieu 

Sick Pay 

Pension 

Expenses 

Maternity Leave 

Adoption Leave 

Shared Parental Leave 

Ordinary Parental Leave 

Paternity Leave 

Special Leave 

Equal Opportunities 

Recruitment and Selection 

Code of Conduct 

Disciplinary Procedure 

Grievance Procedure 

Bullying and Harassment 

Sickness Absence Management 

Information and Communication Technology 

Data Protection 

Whistleblowing 

Redundancy 

Finance and Purchasing 

PVG Handling 

Health and Safety 

Lone Working 

Away Days 

Volunteers 

Safeguarding 

Child Protection 
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14. Poem to Staff and Volunteers

Valuable is the work you do 

Outstanding is how you always come through 

Loyal, sincere and full of good cheer 

Untiring in your efforts throughout the year… 

Notable are the contributions you make 

Trustworthy in every project you take. 

Eager to reach your every goal 

Effective in the way you fulfil your role. 

Ready with a smile like a shining star 

Special and wonderful – that’s what you are 

To all the staff and volunteers 

Thank you for all your support and guidance 

But most of all, thank you for the FUN! 

From all the children at Step by Step 

April 2018 





Step by Step in Moray 
Winchester House,  1 King Street,  Elgin,  IV30 1EU 
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